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MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

John T. Greeves, Section Leader
Design Section

High-Level Waste Technical
Development Branch

Division of Waste Management

Jay E. Rhoderick, Project Manager
Design Section

High-Level Waste Technical
Development Branch

Division of Waste Management

SUBJECT: TRIP REPORT ON REVIEW OF DOCUMENT RELEASE SYSTEM
AT RHO AND REVIEW OF BOREHOLE AND SHAFT SEALING
TECHNICAL POSITION WITH GOLDER ASSOCIATES

As requested, I had discussions with Joe LaRue and Earl Ferguson of the
Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP), Richland, Washington on the
document release system for the BWIP. Following this meeting, I met with
William Dershowitz of Golder Associates, Seattle, Washington to discuss
sealing issues at BWIP and the NRC Technical Position on Borehole and
Shaft Sealing. Attached are summaries of these meetings.

If you have any questions about the results of these meetings, please
contact me.

N/4
Jay E. Rhoderick, Project Manager

Design Section
High-Level Waste Technical

Development Branch
Division of Waste Management
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DISCUSSION OF BWIP DOCUMENT RELEASE SYSTEM

On September 28, 1982, I met with Dave Squires and Joe LaRue to discuss
BWIP's document release system. I was introduced to Earl Ferguson who is
the manager of the Data Management Unit. This group is in charge of
following and documenting all reports in the BWIP program, both internal
and external. Mr. Ferguson explained the Engineering Release System
which tracks reports through the SWIP system. I requested a flow chart
of this system and Mr. LaRue instructed me to make the request through
DOE. The engineering release system is utilized for all design specific
documents. I went to the Project Library for BWIP and spoke to the
librarian, Betty King. She gave me several contacts for various waste
management reports. These contacts will be passed on to Nancy Still,
NRC, to assist her in obtaining documents from USGS, BNL, and other
sources. I also visited the Public Document Room (PDR) to see what BWIP
documents were publically available. All documents referenced in the
BWIP SCR will be on file at the PDR in Richland by the time the SCR is
submitted for review. At present, however, there are only a few BWIP
documents available in the PDR.

Results and Conclusions

All design related documents go through the Engineering Release System.
These documents go through a series of reviews, signatures, checks, etc.
which are all recorded on a cover sheet called the Engineering Order
(EO). Each document is assigned an in-house number beginning with RSD or
SD. Documents in this system can, but do not always, go on to be
publically released. If a document is to be published, it would be sent
to the technical editors at BWIP and then on to DOE. The document can be
altered by DOE and hence, the published document could be different than
the in-house version. Potential problem areas in the system for the NRC
are:

1. the NRC would receive documents ONLY if they were published

2. the NRC will not know what documents or information is
available since it is an internal document until published.
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3. since the documents are internal until DOE releases it,
information will not be available to be reviewed unless DOE
authorizes it.

4. documents in the engineered release system contain the most
recent data. Since this information is not released until DOE
approves it for publication, the NRC will always be behind in
knowing what is occuring at the site. This brings up the topic
of the SCR updates. How far behind in time will the
information in these updates be?

Recommendation

I recommend that the BWIP Project Manager, R. Wright, request a copy of
the "flow chart" for the engineered release system and request that the
NRC be provided updated copies of this flow chart as they are developed.
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DISCUSSION OF SEALING ISSUES AT BWIP AND THE NRC TECHNICAL POSITION
ON BOREHOLE AND SHAFT SEALING

On September 29, 1982, I met briefly with William Dershowitz of Golder
Associates to discuss sealing issues at BWIP and the borehole and shaft
sealing technical position. Golder Associates will be submitting their
comments on sealing of the BWIP Exploratory Shaft and the NRC borehole
and shaft sealing technical position in the near future. Draft comments
were provided for my review.
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